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WHAT IS THIS? 
This is the part of PERUN's Launchware. As its name suggests, PERUN's Launchware is ought to serve its 

users as a launch fuel in the same way as LARA serves as a launch ramp. Launchware contains useful 

tutorials and control code development templates for practicing engineers, step-by-step examples for 

students and all members of PE community that would like to get a solid basics is PE control practical 

DSP implementation, starting from theory, through problem analysis and discussion until the control 

code has been up and running. 

What is LARA Emulation Toolkit (LET)? 

Let us start with LARA-100 system itself which consists primarily of its: 

 HW part: LARA-100 power stage which is configured to support various PE applications (e.g. 

motor drives, grid-connected converter based systems, etc.). LARA-100 solution includes the 

Interface between user's controller (TI C2000 series) and LARA-100 power stage. 

 SW part called PERUN PowerDesk - a very powerful software suite with oscilloscope function, 

real time access to all variables defined by user in user's controller, real time signal analysis tools 

and supervisory system control. 

Now, the main idea behind LET is to demonstrate LARA's SW (PERUN PowerDesk) comprehensive and 

rich possibilities even in the case when LARA-100 power stage is not available.  

In that sense, as its name suggests it has the role to emulate the operation of a real LARA-100 system.  

What LET actually does and how? 

It emulates electrical drives and generally PE applications which would normally be achieved by LARA-

100 power stage. In control theory, the power stage presents essentially so called "plant" or "process" 

which needs to be controlled. The key point here is that we emulate the equations of the process (the 

mathematical equations that describe "behavior" of the system such as induction machine drive or 

STATCOM). These equations are executed and therefore emulated by DSP (TMS320F28335 for instance). 

The same DSP also handles the control code - controller which controls the emulated process in a real 

time. 

Why would you want to use LET? 

The first reason comes from the primary LET purpose - to give you a taste of the overall LARA-100 

system functionality without a need to acquire or run the LARA's power stage. 

However, due to the fact that you can develop and test your basic control code using the real controller 

environment (TMS320F28335), this might help you to enhance your experiences in PE control design.  

This could be particularly interesting to undergraduates and PhD students, but also to fresh and 

inexperienced engineers. 

To facilitate the LET's educational and training potential, PERUN provides you with tutorials, step-by-

step examples, but also with control code development templates which enable you to continue by your 

own after getting essentials.  
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Therefore, LET assists students and all members of PE community that would like to get a solid basics in 

PE control practical DSP implementation, starting from theory, through problem analysis and discussion 

until the user designed controller code actually works.  

What do you need to run it? 

As already implied above, you need to have a DSP such as TMS320F28335 and PERUN PowerDesk SW 

suite. You will also need some platform to dock DSP such as LARA-100 Motherboard or Texas 

Instruments Experimenters Kit and a of course a PC. Finally, you will need also TI's Code Composer 

Studio (CCS). 

Before we continue, let us clarify the difference between PERUN PowerDesk (PPD) and Code 

Composer Studio (CCS). Firstly, they have entirely different purposes. PPD is dedicated to support 

overall LARA-100 operation, which means intuitive GUI for supervisory system control (drive start, stop, 

errors...), oscilloscope function, real time access (read and write) of all variables defined in DSP, 

mathematical manipulation over measured signals in real time including signal analysis tools. CCS 

general role is primarily in control code programming (among other things defining variables supplied to 

PPD as mentioned above). The second important role when we speak about LET: the plant (such as motor 

drive) mathematical equations are implemented in CCS as mentioned above. One might note that PPD in 

the light of LET could be envisaged as a higher-level, very powerful extension to CCS, where CCS handles 

control programming and PPD deals with testing and verification.  

Let us go back on the main order of business after providing the upper clarification. So, needed 

components in order to run LARA Emulation Toolkit (LET), are presented on Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Lara Emulation Toolkit Setup 

Keep in mind that the DSP will execute both, the plant (DC machine mathematical model for instance) 

and control code in real time (Figure 2). 

LARA-100 
Motherboard

DSP (TMS320F28335)

USB

PC with PPD and CCs running
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Figure 2: DSP executes in real time both, plant model and its control code 

HOW TO USE THIS MATERIAL? 
This material will guide you step - by step in much detail, both theoretical and practical to build one PE 
control example based on pre-prepared template (DC machine control). As a result you will be able to 
construct your own plant model, develop controller code using real DSP and test it thoroughly through 
PERUN PowerDesk tools further modifying control parameters until you are satisfied with the design. 
The template structure is described in the following chapter. 

Template Structure 
To create the new project, you essentially need to modify four files which serve you as templates. There 
are also files that establish communication between CCS and PPD, enable the scope function in PPD and 
initialize different parameters that TMS320F28335 needs to "know " in order to work properly. These 
files should remain unchanged. 
Inside the subfolder PST, there are already prepared files that help and guide the user to build his/her 
own plant. These files are: 

1. pst.h 
2. pst.c 
3. pidctrl.h 
4. pidctrl.c 

 
“Pst files” are used for building the plant using discretized mathematical equations. At the other side, 
“pidctrl files” are employed for designing the controller of the plant defined in pst files. The plant itself is 
called process in the prepared CCS project, so this term will be used at the rest of this document. Once 
the user has understood and modified these files for his/her own application, they should also modify the 
“main.c” file, in order to connect the controller with the process. The whole procedure will be explained 
on the simple example of DC machine, but before we go to this essential part, let us make a brief glimpse 
what do upper files actually contain.  

Control code

Plant (DC motor)
equations
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 Short description of template files 

File “pst.h” 

The file “pst.h” contains declarations of the structures and functions that are defined in the file “pst.c”. 
The user can declare here more structures, variables and functions according to specific needs. The 
outline of this file is given below with comments (in green).  
 
Table 1. General outline of “pst.h” file 

struct PST_Settings 
{ 
  float T; // Simulation sampling rate. 
}; 
 
extern struct PST_Settings pst; // Declares that structure PST_Settings pst will be instantiated in another file (in 
pst.c). 
 
struct PST_ProcessInterface_YourExampleName 
{ 
  // Declare all the variables needed to implement your process. 
}; 
 
extern struct PST_ProcessInterface_YourExampleName process; // Declares that structure 
PST_ProcessInterface_YourExampleName process will be instantiated in another file (pst.c).  
 
 
void PST_Initialize(); 
// Initializes PST. 
// Should be called once, before emulation starts. 
 
void PST_SimulationStep(); 
// Performs a single step of the PST simulation. 
// Should be called periodically, with fixed period T. 

File “pst.c” 

This is the file where structures are created and process functions are defined, meaning that the user 
here writes what every function does. Specifically, the outline of this file is: 
 
Table 2. General outline of “pst.c” file 
struct PST_Settings pst; // Creates a structure for simulation sampling rate (T). 
 
struct PST_ProcessInterface_YourExampleName process; // Creates a structure for your process. 
 
void PST_Initialize() 
{ 
  // Initialization of all the variables declared in the structure process. 
 // Define sample time (T) for the model discretization. 
} 
 
void PST_SimulationStep() 
{ 
  // Here is where you write your code for implementing your process. 
} 
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File “pidctrl.h” 
This file contains declarations of the structures and functions that are defined in the file “pidctrl.c”. If the 
user wants to use a different controller than PID, then he/she needs to declare their own structures and 
functions. Specifically: 
 
Table 3. General outline of “pidctrl.h” file 

struct PST_PID 
{ 
  // Declare all the variables needed to implement your controller. 
}; 
 
extern struct PST_PID pid_a, pid_b; // Declares that structures PST_PID pid_a, pid_b will be instantiated in 
another file (pidctrl.c). Here, you can create as many instances of PID controller as you need, e.g. here two PID 
controllers will be created.  
 
void PST_PIDInitialize(struct PST_PID* pPID); 
// Initializes the PID controller. The argument is the pointer of a PST_PID structure, in order the user to be 
able to use the same function for different number of PID controllers. 
// Should be called once for every controller, before emulation starts. 
 
void PST_PIDControl(struct PST_PID* pPID); 
// Updates the PID control signal for every PID controller. The argument is the pointer of a PST_PID 
structure, in order the user to be able to use the same function for different number of PID controllers. 
// Should be called periodically, with fixed period T. 
// Should be called immediately after PST_SimulationStep() has been performed. 

File “pidctrl.c” 

This is the file that structures are created and controller functions are defined, meaning that the user 
here writes what every function does. Specifically: 
 
Table 4. General outline of “pidctrl.c” file 

struct PST_PID pid_a,pid_b; // Creates two instances of PID controller. 
 
static float PST_saturate(struct PST_PID* pPID, float u)  
{ 
  // Limits the output (u) of PID controllers. 
  // This function is not part of the external interface, so it cannot be called outside of the present file. It is called 
as part of the PID control implementation procedure within PST_PIDControl(struct PST_PID* pPID). 
} 
 
void PST_PIDInitialize(struct PST_PID* pPID) 
{ 
// Initialize all the variables declared in the structures PST_PID. 
} 
 
void PST_PIDControl(struct PST_PID* pPID) 
{ 
// Here is where you write your code for implementing your controller. 
} 

File “main.c” 

After performing  modifications  in “pst files” to define desired process and in “pidctrl files” to design PID 
controller, the user should call the functions declared in these files in the “main.c” file. Specifically, firstly 
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he should call once all the functions that initialize the process and controller(s) variables. After that, the 
functions which are running the process and the controller(s) should be called periodically within the 
interruption function (interrupt void MainISR(void)) that has already been prepared in the file 
“main.c”. Of course, like in previous files, you are not supposed to create main.c from scratches, but to 
modify specific details.  
For a detailed procedure of building one simple application case, see the example below. 

EXAMPLE-DC MACHINE  
This example demonstrates a simple procedure of modifying the pre-prepared LET template files (pst.h, 
pst.c, pidctrl.h and pidctrl.c ) in order to build one user specific application with its process and 
controller. In this example, we will deal with a DC Machine with separate excitation (the process ) and 
two PID controllers, one for controlling speed and another for rotor current. The cascade control scheme 
(Figure 3) is, in fact, the standard in practical applications. 

 

Figure 3. General schematic of the cascade control scheme with inner loop controlling the current 
   and the outer loop controlling the shaft angular velocity. 

Implementation of the process (“pst files”) 

Here we need to perform some modifications in the “pst files” in order to implement mathematical 

equations of the DC Machine with separate excitation. 

Process equations 

Firstly, the user should write down classical mathematical relations that characterize the system ). For a 
DC Machine with separate excitation, these equations are given below. 
 

 
 
  

  
              (1) 

 
 

            
   
  

 (2) 

 

           
   
  

 (3) 

 

              (4) 

 

                  (5) 
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where C1 ,C2 and    are constant which depend on the motor constructions and they are provided by 

manufacturer. Friction coefficient is designated by b, mechanical speed by  , moment of inertia is J, 

electromotive force (emf) is E, while other electrical values such as voltages, currents, resistances and 

inductances are designated with standard symbols (U, i, R and L respectively) where subscript a means 

armature, i.e. rotor and subscript f represents field, i.e. stator (excitation).  

Discretization of the system 

In order to implement the equations (1)-(5) in the DSP, we need to discretize them. It is possible to use 
several different discretization methods. In this particular case we will utilize the simplest one, the 
Forward Euler approach which approximates the first derivative with: 

    
    

 
  

 

where T is the sampling time, y is arbitrary variable and - in the right superscript denotes the value at the 
previous successive sampling instant.  
Although the Forward Euler is less precise than Tustin (trapezoidal) discretization method for instance, it 
results in simpler forms of the discretized equations. This is by the way an important engineering trade-
off. Simpler equations mean less need for DSP resources which is important especially when more 
complex equations need to be implemented. Nevertheless, in this simple example sampling period is 
much smaller from machine time constants. Therefore, Forward  Euler method is confidently expected to 
give satisfactory results. Discretization goes as follows: 
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For equation 3: 
 

          
   

  
        

    
     

 

 
    

  
 
   

  

 
  
      

  

 

    
 

  
  
  

 
      

      

 

After discretization has been performed, we have actually the description of the process suitable for 

implementation in the DSP. The next step therefore is to modify "pst" files by process equations. 

Modification of "process files" - pst.h and pst.c 

in “pst.h” file we need to declare parameters and variables of DC Machine. The part of the file which is 
modified accordingly is highlighted in green. 
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Table 5. The file “pst.h” for DC machine example 

/* 
 * pst.h 
 * 
 * Declarations of the high-level interface of the Perun Simulation Toolkit (PST). 
 * 
 * Copyright (c) 2016 by Perun Technologies 
 * All rights reserved 
 */ 
 
#ifndef PST_H_ 
#define PST_H_ 
 
 
/** 
 * Settings and options used by the PST. 
 */ 
struct PST_Settings 
{ 
 float T; // Simulation sampling rate. 
}; 
 
extern struct PST_Settings pst; 
 
struct PST_ProcessInterface_DC_Machine 
{ 
 // PST_BasicProcessInterface 
 // ------------------------- 
 //Everything declared in this struct can be viewed by PPD Scope 
 
 // Interface Extension 
 // ------------------------- 
 
 //Externally supplied values of the system 
 float Mload; // Input disturbance of load Torque 
 float n; // Noise-level 
 float J; // Process gain for inertia 
 float b; // Process gain for friction 
 float km;    //mechanical gain 
 float ke; //electrical gain 
 float Ra; //resistance of rotor 
 float La; //inductance of rotor 
 float Rf; //resistance of excitation 
 float Lf;    //inductance of excitation 
 float Ua_N;  //nominal rotor voltage 
 float If_N;  //nominal excitation current 
 float Ia_N; //nominal rotor current 
 
 //Computed values from the externally supplied values 
 float Tmech; //mechanical constant of the system 
 float Tela; //electrical constant of the rotor 
 float Kb; 
 float Kt; 
 float Tm; //time constant of the system 
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 //Variables of the system 
 float omega; //speed 
 float theta; //angle 
 float i_f;  //excitation current 
 float i_a; //rotor current 
 float u_f; //excitation voltage 
 float u_a; //rotor voltage 
 float E; //electromotive force 
 float Mel; //electric Torque 
}; 
 
extern struct PST_ProcessInterface_DC_Machine process; 
 
/** 
 * The basic process interface used within PST. 
 * 
 * This is a high-level description of a process as a SISO system. 
 * It enables access to a single  
input signal (u) and a single output signal (y). 
 */ 
 
/** 
 * Initializes PST. 
 * 
 * Should be called once, before emulation starts. 
 */ 
void PST_Initialize(); 
 
/** 
 * Performs a single step of the PST simulation. 
 * 
 * Should be called periodically, with fixed period. 
 */ 
void PST_SimulationStep(); 
 
#endif /* PST_H_ */ 
 

 

The next step is to modify pst.c file. We will create there a structure of the type 
PST_ProcessInterface_DC_Machine which will contain all declared variables. Then we need to initialize 
all these variables and to write the process equations in order to emulate the DC Machine. Note that in 
the function PST_SimulationStep equations variables are declared internally as static float in order to be 
updated periodically, which means every time when the function is called. 
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Table 6. The file “pst.c” for DC machine example 
/* 
 * pst.c 
 * 
 * PST Implementation: First order system. 
 * 
 * Copyright (c) 2016 by Perun Technologies 
 * All rights reserved 
 */ 
 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <PST/pst.h> 
 
/** PST settings. */ 
struct PST_Settings pst; 
 
struct PST_ProcessInterface_DC_Machine process; 
 
/* ---------------------------------------------------------- * 
 * EXTERNAL INTERFACE                                         * 
 * ---------------------------------------------------------- */ 
 
void PST_Initialize() 
{ 
 process.Mload = 0; 
 process.n = 0; 
 process.J = 0.022; 
 process.b = 0.01; 
 process.km=1.228; 
 process.ke=1.023; 
 process.Ra=2.581; 
 process.La=0.028; 
 process.Rf=281.3; 
 process.Lf=156; 
 
 process.u_a=0; 
 process.u_f=0; 
 process.i_a=0; 
 process.i_f=0; 
 process.Ua_N=240; 
 process.If_N=1.2; 
 process.Ia_N=16; 
// process.omega=0; 
// process.theta=0; 
 
 pst.T = 50e-6; //simulation sample time 
} 
 
void PST_SimulationStep() 
{ 
 static float omega = 0; //speed 
 static float theta=0; //angle 
 static float i_a=0;  //rotor current 
 static float i_f=0;  //excitation current 
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 //Calculation of constants needed for PID controller 
 process.Tmech=process.J/process.b; 
 process.Tela=process.La/process.Ra; 
 process.Kb=process.ke*process.If_N; 
 process.Kt=process.km*process.If_N; 
 
 process.E=process.ke*process.omega*process.i_f; //electromotive force 
 process.Mel=process.km*process.i_f*process.i_a; //electrical Torque 
 
 i_a=(pst.T/process.La)*((process.La/pst.T-process.Ra)*i_a+process.u_a-process.E); 
 i_f=(pst.T/process.Lf)*((process.Lf/pst.T-process.Rf)*i_f+process.u_f); 
 omega=(pst.T/process.J)*((process.J/pst.T-process.b)*omega+process.Mel-process.Mload); 
 theta=theta+omega*pst.T; 
 
 //put the internal values in the outside(struct) values in order to be visible in PPD scope 
 process.i_a=i_a; 
 process.i_f=i_f; 
 process.omega=omega; 
 process.theta=theta; 
 
} 
 

 

Implementation of the controller (pidctrl.c and pidctrl.h file) 

Until this moment we defined the process (DC machine) to be emulated by DSP. Now we need to design 

controller which will regulate the DC machine performance. Therefore, in this section, the “pidctrl files” 

will be modified in order to design a standard cascaded PID control structure. As the first step, we will 

briefly go through theory. 

Transfer function of the controller 

A classical PID control structure with its inputs and output is presented by Figure 4: 
 

 
Figure 4. Input/Output of a PID controller 

where u is the output of the controller, r the reference value, y the measured value that we want to be 
equal with the reference and e is the error that is calculated as e=r-y. The reference r and measured value 
y are always of the same type, e.g. they both correspond to current, voltage, speed, torque etc.  
Furthermore, the output of the controller should be limited (umin, umax). Otherwise control output can 
achieve values which cannot be accomplished in reality. Therefore, if the output of the controller is the 
rotor current, the user may want to limit this value up to the nominal current to protect the machine. 
Additional parameters are also included in the PID controller structure (in pidctrl.h file) to help the user 
employ some filtering of the controller’s input, if needed. 
One common textbook version of the PID control law is given by: 
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Note that in reality, one will often need to take care of measurement noise and control limits, so that 
introduction of measurement pre-filter and anti-windup techniques is recommended. The provided files 
contain proper controller implementation, and the reader is advised to carefully inspect them. However, 
for the sake of clarity and brevity, we will not discuss these issues as a part of this example. 
It would be interesting to observe the DC machine drive without any controller (i.e. in the open loop) and 
then to have possibility to add inner (current loop) and finally both control loops (both PID controllers 
where the outer controls speed and inner controls current). 
To make this exciting option possible we defined a variable called manual_auto. It can be enabled or 
disabled according to user’s wishes, without changing the control code. When manual_auto=0, then the 
appropriate controller is enabled. When manual auto=1, then the controller is disabled/bypassed, which 
means that the reference is “short-circuited” to the control signal, and r=u. A special care has been taken 
within the implementation of the controller to provide “bumpless transfer” between manual and auto 
operation mode. 

Modification of “pidctrl.h” file 

All the aforementioned parameters of the controller are declared in the “pidctrl.h” file. We assume that 
the variables that the user would like to control are the speed (w) and the rotor current (i_a), so two PID 
controllers will be needed (pid_w, pid_i_a). 
 
Table 7. The file “pidctrl.h” for DC machine example 
/* 
 * pidctrl.h 
 * 
 * Declarations of the high-level interface of the PST PID controller implementation. 
 * 
 * Copyright (c) 2016 by Perun Technologies 
 * All rights reserved 
 */ 
 
 
#ifndef PST_PIDCTRL_H_ 
#define PST_PIDCTRL_H_ 
 
 
/** 
 * The basic controller interface used within PST. 
 * 
 * This is a high-level description of a process as a SISO system. 
 * It enables access to a single input signal (u) and a single output signal (y). 
 */ 
struct PST_PID 
{ 
 int manual_auto; // operation mode select 
 float r;   // External reference value 
 float u;   // Control signal 
 float y;   // Measured output 
 float kp;   // PID (proportional) gain 
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 float Ti;   // PID integral time constant 
 float Td;   // PID differential time constant 
 float Tf;   //PID filter time constant 
 float umin;   // Control signal lower limit 
 float umax;   // Control signal upper limit 
 float ui;   //integral part of controller 
 float yf_prev;   //previous filtered output 
 float ud;    //differential part of controller 
 float up;   //proportional part of controller 
 float pf;   //filter pole 
}; 
 
/** Declaration of the controller instance. */ 
extern struct PST_PID pid_i_a, pid_w; 
 
/** 
 * Initializes the PID controller. 
 * 
 * Should be called once, before emulation starts. 
 */ 
void PST_PIDInitialize(struct PST_PID* pPID); 
 
/** 
 * Updates the PID control signal. 
 * 
 * Should be called periodically, with fixed period. 
 * Should be immediately after process simulation step has been performed. 
 */ 
void PST_PIDControl(struct PST_PID* pPID); 
 
 
#endif /* PST_PIDCTRL_H_ */ 

 

Use of two PID controllers 

With the use of the two controllers declared above, the whole system should look like the scheme in 
Figure 5: 
 

 
Figure 5: Total scheme of the controlled system 

In this example, the first PID controller (pid_w) controls the external loop, trying to regulate the speed of 
the machine. The second PID controller (pid_i_a) is used to control the rotor current. The rotor current is 
regulated through the rotor voltage, so the output (u) of the second PID should be the rotor voltage. In 
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this simple example we don't have PWM controlled converter, therefore the output of current regulator is 
at the same time the rotor voltage. Then, this value is used to calculate the rest variables of the DC 
Machine within the process functions. 
In the following tables, the input, reference and output of every controller are shown, depending on 
whether they are enabled or not. 
 

Table 8. Both controllers are enabled 
 PID_i_a PID_w 
r PID_w.u w_ref 
y i_a w 
u Ua i_a_ref 

 

In this case, both controllers are enabled. Therefore, the speed w is compared with a reference (w_ref) to 
form the error for the PID_w controller. This means that PID_w.y = w. The w_ref is determined by the user 
to define the desired machine speed.The output of PID_w will be the reference (i_a_ref) for the internal 
PID_i_a, so PID_w.u = i_a_ref = PID_i_a.r. The input for PID_i_a will be the rotor current and the output will 
be the rotor voltage, since through voltage, we can regulate the current. 
 

Table 9. Both controllers are disabled 
 PID_i_a PID_w 
r PID_i_a.u Ua (ref) 
y - - 
u Ua PID_i_a.r 

 

When both controllers are disabled (system is in open loop), their corresponding r and u are equal. 
Therefore, we have PID_i_a.u = Ua = PID_i_a.r. However, the reference (r) of PID_i_a is the output (u) of 
PID_w, so this leads in PID_w.u = PID_i_a.r = Ua and because PID_w is disabled, we have PID_w.u = PID_w.r 
= Ua. This means that when both controllers are disabled, whatever value the user will put in PID_w.r, 
this will be the rotor voltage Ua which is in accordance with the open loop where the user should define 
the rotor voltage in order the machine to operate. 
 

Table 10. PID_w is enabled and PID_i_a is disabled 
 PID_i_a PID_w 
r PID_i_a.u w_ref 
y - w 
u Ua PID_i_a.r 

 

In this case, the internal loop is disabled, meaning that PID_i_a.r = PID_i_a.u = Ua. However, PID_i_a.r = 
PID_w.u, so PID_w.u = Ua. Since PID_w is enabled, its input (y) will be the speed w and the reference will 
be the desired speed (w_ref). This means that since the current controller is bypassed, the speed 
controller now should provide the rotor voltage at its output. 
 
Table 11. PID_i_a is enabled and PID_w is disabled 

 PID_i_a PID_w 
r ia_ref PID_w.u 
y i_a - 
u Ua PID_i_a.r 

 
In this case, the internal loop is enabled, so its reference (r) and input (y) values are the desired and 
measured rotor current values accordingly. The PID_w is disabled, so PID_w.r = PID_w.u = PID_i_a.r = 
i_a_ref. This means that if the user writes the desired rotor current as reference of PID_w, this will be also 
the reference for PID_i_a, which is desired, since the PID_w controller should be bypassed. 
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Modification of “pidctrl.c” file 

In order to create two PID controllers, we create two instances of the structure type PST_PID in “pidctrl.c” 
file, which will contain all necessary declared variables for every PID controller. Then, we need to 
initialize all these variables and write the equations that describe the controller. Note that in the function 
PST_saturate the variable u is declared internally as static float in order to be updated periodically, 
which means every time that this function is called.`  
 

Table 12. The file “pidctrl.c” for DC machine example 
/* 
 * pidctrl.c 
 * 
 * PST Implementation: PID controller. 
 * 
 * Copyright (c) 2016 by Perun Technologies 
 * All rights reserved 
 */ 
 
#include <PST/pidctrl.h> 
#include <PST/pst.h> 
 
/** The controller. */ 
struct PST_PID pid_i_a,pid_w; 
 
static float PST_saturate(struct PST_PID* pPID, float u) { 
 if (u > pPID->umax) 
  return pPID->umax; 
 else if (u < pPID->umin) 
  return pPID->umin; 
 else 
  return u; 
} 
 
/* ---------------------------------------------------------- * 
 * EXTERNAL INTERFACE                                         * 
 * ---------------------------------------------------------- */ 
 
void PST_PIDInitialize(struct PST_PID* pPID) 
{ 
 pPID->manual_auto = 1; //manual regime 
 pPID->kp = 1; 
 pPID->Ti = 1; 
 pPID->r = 0; 
 pPID->y = 0; 
 pPID->u = 0; 
 pPID->umin = -400; 
 pPID->umax = 400; 
 pPID->Tf=0; //if it is zero, then filtering is OFF 
 pPID->Td=0; //if it is zero, then D term of PID controller is OFF 
 pPID->yf_prev=0; 
 pPID->ui=0; 
} 
 
void PST_PIDControl(struct PST_PID* pPID) 
{ 
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 if (pPID->manual_auto) 
 { 
  pPID->ui = PST_saturate(pPID, pPID->r); 
  pPID->u = pPID->ui; 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  //Filter for the output of the system 
  float yf=0; //filtered output 
  pPID->pf=pst.T/pPID->Tf; //filter pole 
 
  if (pPID->pf>1) 
   pPID->pf=1; 
 
  yf=(1-pPID->pf)*pPID->yf_prev+pPID->y*pPID->pf; //filter of the output 
 
  float e = pPID->r - yf; 
 
  if (pPID->Ti<1e-6) 
  { 
   pPID->ui=0; 
   pPID->up = pPID->kp * e; 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   pPID->ui += pPID->kp * pst.T / pPID->Ti * e; 
   pPID->ui = PST_saturate(pPID, pPID->ui); 
   pPID->up = - pPID->kp * yf; 
  } 
  pPID->ud=-(pPID->kp*pPID->Td)*(yf-pPID->yf_prev)/pst.T; 
  pPID->u = pPID->up + pPID->ui + pPID->ud; 
  pPID->u=PST_saturate(pPID, pPID->u); 
  pPID->yf_prev=yf; 
 } 
} 

Implementation of the system (“main.c” file) 

After observing and performing modifications if needed in “pst files” and “pidctrl files”, the user should 
call the functions declared in these files in the “main.c” file, as mentioned in the paragraph 2.2.  
 

Table 13. The initalization part in the file “main.c” for DC machine example 
// -------------------------- 
 // PST Initialization 
 // -------------------------- 
 PST_Initialize(); //initialization of process 
 PST_PIDInitialize(&pid_i_a); //initialization of internal PID control 
 PST_PIDInitialize(&pid_w); //initialization of external PID control 
 // -------------------------- 

 
Table 14. The interrupt routine in the file “main.c” for DC machine example 
// MainISR 
interrupt void MainISR(void) 
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{ 
 
 // --------------------- 
 // PST step 
 // --------------------- 
 process.u_a = pid_i_a.u;       // Connect rotor voltage to the output of the inner controller 
 PST_SimulationStep();          // Perform single step of the process simulation. 
 pid_w.y = process.omega;     // Connect the rotor speed to the measured signal of the outer controller 
 PST_PIDControl(&pid_w);  // Perform control in the outer loop. Obtain the reference for the inner ctrl. 
 pid_i_a.y = process.i_a;        // Connect rotor current to the measured signal of the inner controller. 
 pid_i_a.r = pid_w.u;             // Connect outer control to the reference value of the inner controller. 
 PST_PIDControl(&pid_i_a); // Perform control in the inner loop. Obtain the rotor voltage. 

 

TESTING WITH PERUN POWERDESK  
This chapter illustrates benefits of using PERUN PowerDesk tools in the process of testing of the 

contoller. Several powerful tools such as oscilloscope function, real time access to DSP variables and 

signal analysis tools will be demonstrated. 

After running the PST project in Code Composer Studio, we should be able to have the “.out file” in the 
path SimToolkit_1st_order_system_DC_Machine_without_PWM\project\F2833x_RAM. This “.out 
file” provides the list of desired variables and it is necessary to observe the system response in Perun 
PowerDesk (PPD). 
We will open Perun Power Desk and create a New Project. Press “Configure All Devices”, select your 
microprocessor and press OK. Then, you should press “Connect to All Devices” button. The 
communication between PPD and your microprocessor is now established. 
In Project Explorer, under Primary Device tab, press right click in the “Variables description file is not 
specified” and determine the path that your “.out file” is. Then press “Configure All Devices” and 
determine which variables you want to address to the channels and observe them in PPD embedded 
Oscilloscope. 
One example of PPD project you could have after finishing all the configurations (Figure 6). 
 

 
Figure 6: Project in Perun Power Desk for DC machine example 
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In this project, all variables that we want to observe their response have been addressed to the analog 
channels of the device, while all variables that we want to change their value on-line were added to the 
Tag Explorer. In Figure 6, initialization values have been assigned to the variables and it is obvious that 
both controllers are OFF, since their corresponding manual_auto variables are both equal to 1 effectively 
making an open loop system. 
Since the DC machine in this example is with separate excitation, firstly we have to put some excitation 
voltage. This is done by simply inserting the desired value in the appropriate variable in Tag Explorer 
(indicated with blue in Figure 7). So, for this DC machine, UfN=300V and we can observe the excitation 
current rising through PPD scope.  

 
Figure 7: Initialization values and excitation current for the DC machine 

The time needed for reaching the steady-state value is about 2s and depends on the time constant of the 
excitation circuit. For this machine, this time constant is: 

    
  

  
 

   

     
      

so approximately 4    gives us indeed the response time. 

Open loop system 

In the open loop, according to table 9, the variable pid_w.r equals to the desired rotor voltage. So, the user 
should insert here the desired rotor voltage for the DC machine. The nominal voltage is 240V, so for this 
example, we inserted this value (indicated with blue in Figure 8) and observed the speed reaching 
215rad/s. Note that the machine is under no load yet. 
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Figure 8: Rotor speed for the DC machine under nominal rotor voltage in open loop 

After that, let us add some load. In the variable process.Mload we put the value 5Nm (indicated in blue 
inFigure 9). As we can observe, the rotor current rises to meet the demands of the load. 
 

 
Figure 9: Rotor current for the DC machine with a load of 5Nm 
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Adding bigger load to the machine and specifically the nominal one (process.Mload=20.3Nm), we observe 
in Figure 10 that the rotor current reaches its nominal value of 16A. Also, we can see through the Tag 
Explorer that the speed is now lower (180rad/s). 
 

 
Figure 10: Rotor current for the DC machine with a load of 20.3Nm 

Current loop only 
In order to tune the controller, we should find the transfer function of the system and regulate its gains. 
When only current loop is present, the scheme of the system will be like one at Figure 11. 
 

 
Figure 11: Scheme of the system with one PID controller 

 

The current loop has as input the rotor current, which is also the output of the process (y) and as output 
the rotor voltage, which is also the input for the process. This means that the process should contain an 
equation that relates rotor voltage with rotor current, which is the equation (2). For making the transfer 
function of the system, we will use the LaPlace transformation. 
So, the process equations are: 

            
   
  

 
                    

 

      
       

 

 
  

    
 

 

      
 

 

Together with the PI controller, the open loop transfer function will be: 
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If we assume that        
  

  
  , which means    

  

  
 , then the transfer function becomes much 

more simple.  
  
    

 
     

 
  

 

     
  

  
    

 

 
 
 

 
           

  
    

 

 

Therefore, the total closed-loop transfer function is: 
 

 

 
 

 

   
 

 

 
 

 
  

 
 

     
 

 

         
 

 
 
    
  

    
  
  

   

 

So, if Ti is chosen to be equal with the electrical constant of the rotor, then kp can be determined 
according to what value the user will decide for the time constant Tm. 
 

So, if we assume that Tm=Ti we will have: 
 

   
  
  

 
     

     
                        

 

In Tag Explorer, we assign the values of pid_i_a.kp=2.581 and pid_i_a.Ti=0.0108. To enable the current 
loop only, we put pid_i_a.manual_auto=0 and pid_w.manual_auto=1. Now, according to the table 11, 
pid_w.r will be equal to the desired rotor current, so if we assume that we want 1A rotor current, then 
pid_w.r=1. All these can be seen in Figure 12.  
We can see that the rotor current is rising to reach the reference, but the response is very slow, compared 
to the time constant Tm. This is because we didn’t take into account the mechanical part of the machine 
that affects the electromotive force E and has much slower response than the electrical part.  
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Figure 12: Rotor current for the DC machine in a current-loop control 

Let us change the controller’s gains and repeat the test. If we assume that Tm=15Ti, then kp=39. Now, we 
can see in Figure 13 that the response time of the rotor current is much faster. 
 

 
Figure 13: Rotor current for the DC machine with different gains in current-loop controller 

However, as it can be seen in Figure 14, rotor speed is slowly being changed, since it has to do with the 
mechanical parts of the machine and is also in open loop. 
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Figure 14: Rotor speed for the DC machine in only current-loop control 

This also affects the response of the rotor voltage, presented in Figure 15. 
 

 
Figure 15: Rotor voltage for the DC machine in only current-loop control 

Note that the user is able to limit the output of the controller. However, this must be done carefully, 
taking into account what is the controlled variable. In Figure 16, the limit of the controller is set to 0.5 
(indicated with blue). This results doesn't allow the rotor current to reach the desired value. 
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Figure 16: Rotor current for the DC machine when the output of the controller is limited 

Speed loop only 
Like before, we should find the transfer function of the system and regulate its gains. When only speed 
loop is present, the scheme of the system is the same as in Figure 11. 
The speed loop has the rotor speed as an input, which should also be the output of the process (y) and as 
output the rotor voltage (since the current loop is bypassed), which is also the input to the process. This 
means that the process should contain an equation that relates the rotor speed with the rotor voltage. 
This is expressed indirectly by equation (1), since Mel is related to rotor current, so also to rotor voltage 
(equation 5). Using Laplace transformation, we will have: 
 

 
  

  
             

 
                  

 

                  
 

         
 

 

    
 

 

Together with the PI controller, the open loop transfer function will be: 
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Therefore, the total closed-loop transfer function is: 
 

 

 
 

 

   
 

 

 
 

 
  

 
 

     
 

 

         
 

 
 
   
  

    
  
  

  

 

So, if Ti is chosen to be equal with the mechanical constant of the rotor, then kp can be determined 
according to what value the user will decide for the time constant Tm. 
 

   
 

 
 
     

    
     

 

This Ti is quite big and the response would be very slow if we consider this value. For this reason, we will 
assign a different value to Ti and kp, let’s say Ti=0,044 and kp=39. 
 

In Tag Explorer, we assign these values of pid_w.kp=39 and pid_w.Ti=0.044. To enable the speed loop 
only, we put pid_w.manual_auto=0 and pid_i_a.manual_auto=1. Now, according to the table 10, pid_w.r 
will be equal to the desired rotor speed, so if we assume that we want 100rad/s, then pid_w.r=100 
(indicated with blue in Figure 17).  
 

 
Figure 17: Rotor speed for the DC machine in only speed-loop control 

Cascades PID controller loops 
For both loops (a cascaded loops), the reference of the system will be the desired speed. This will lead in 
a reference rotor current through the first PID controller and the second PID controller will provide the 
rotor voltage, according to table 8. 
In order to enable both loops, we should assure that pid_w.manual_auto=0 and pid_i_a.manual_auto=0. 
The gains for the controllers are initially these we calculated in paragraphs Current loop only and Speed 
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loop only. Now, according to the table 8, pid_w.r will be equal to the desired rotor speed, so if we assume 
that we want 100rad/s, then pid_w.r=100 (indicated with blue in Figure 18). The rotor speed of the DC 
machine can be also observed in Figure 18. Note that there is an overshoot, because now the total 
transfer function of the system has been changed, so the gains of the controllers should also be changed. 
 

 
Figure 18: Rotor speed for the DC machine in two-loops control 

The overshoot is also observed in the inner loop. The created reference rotor current has unacceptably 
high value (Figure 19), because the gains of the controllers are not fine-tuned and also because the 
output of the speed controller is not properly limited (note in the previous figure, umax=400). 
 

  
Figure 19: Rotor current and its reference for the 
DC machine in two-loops control 

Figure 20:Rotor voltage for the DC machine in two-
loops control 

 

We change the speed loop time constant Ti as pid_w.Ti=0.5. Let us observe again the response of the 
system when pid_w.r=100. Now, the rotor speed reaches the reference value with completely smooth 
response, but slower (Figure 21). Of course, if we regulate gains again, we can make a compromise 
between overshoots and the speed of the response. 
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Figure 21: Rotor speed for the DC machine with different gains in speed-controller 

This change of the gains is also reflected in the response of the rotor current (Figure 22) and voltage 
(Figure 23). 
 

  
 

Figure 22: Rotor current and its reference for the 
DC machine with different gains in speed-
controller   

Figure 23: Rotor voltage for the DC machine with 
different gains in speed-controller   

For our next experiments, we will choose the gains for the controllers, as following: 

pid_w.Ti=0.0443, pid_w.kp=0.937, pid_i_a.Ti=0.0108, pid_i_a.kp=10 
If we put some load in the DC machine (e.g. Mload=2Nm), initially the rotor speed will be lower than the 
reference (100rad/s). This, though, will create an error in the input of the speed controller which will 
lead in a different reference rotor current. So, the speed will be settled again to the reference value 
(Figure 24). 
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Figure 24: Rotor speed for the DC machine in two-loops control under load of 2Nm 

The responses of rotor current and voltage for a load of 2Nm are shown respectively in Figure 25 and 
Figure 26. Note, that the response is very fast but with a price of overshoot. The user should decide for 
their application if the overshoot is acceptable or not. 
 

 
Figure 25: Rotor current for the DC machine in 
two-loops control under load of 2Nm   

 
Figure 26: Rotor voltage for the DC machine in 
two-loops control under load of 2Nm   

  
Increasing the load to its nominal value (e.g. Mload=20.3Nm), we can observe a bigger initial drop in speed 
(Figure 27) and bigger overshoots in rotor current (Figure 28) and voltage (Figure 29). This happens 
because of the heavier load, but also because of the step change in the load, which normally will not be 
the case in a real system. Note also, that under the nominal load conditions, the final current reference is 
16A, which is also the nominal current of the machine. 
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Figure 27: Rotor speed for the DC machine in two-loops control under load of 20.3Nm   

 

 
Figure 28: Rotor current for the DC machine in 
two-loops control under load of 20.3Nm   

 
Figure 29: Rotor voltage for the DC machine in 
two-loops control under load of 20.3Nm   

  
Except observing variables from our code in PPD scope, we can create our own signals, making some 
calculations over variables and mathematical operations in the real time. For example, let us assume that 
we want to observe in this machine, the electrical and mechanical power and also the efficiency. We can 
create these signals by clicking on “Add Binary Static Signal Mapping” button and define the desired 
calculation between desired channels. The produced signals will change on-line.  
Now we are able to see the changes in electrical and mechanical power of the machine, while the load is 
changed from 0Nm to 2Nm (Figure 30). 
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Figure 30: Electrical and mechanical power of the DC machine under load of 2Nm   

 
Changing the load from 2Nm to 20.3Nm (the nominal one), we can observe the increased demand in 
power in Figure 31. 
 

 
Figure 31: Electrical and mechanical power of the DC machine under load of 20.3Nm   

 

 
Finally, for every change, we can see also the efficiency of the machine (Figure 32, Figure 33). 
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Figure 32: Efficiency of the DC machine under load 
of 2Nm 

 
Figure 33: Efficiency of the DC machine under load 
of 20.3Nm   

  
 

WHAT NEXT... 
From now on, you have basics to continue building your own projects. 

Keep in mind that you can continue your control development using real LARA-100 re-

configurable platform with the same controller and the same control code you developed using 

LET. This gives you possibility to combine theory, simulations and real world. 

Have a successful and nice time with LARA-100 solutions. LET it happen!  
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